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Like other sensory systems, the visual system is topographically
organized: Its sensory neurons, the photoreceptors, and their
targets maintain point-to-point correspondence in physical space,
forming a retinotopic map. The iterative wiring of circuits in the
visual system conveniently facilitates the study of its development.
Over the past few decades, experiments in Drosophila have shed
light on the principles that guide the specification and connectivity
of visual system neurons. In this review, we describe the main find-
ings unearthed by the study of the Drosophila visual system and
compare them with similar events in mammals. We focus on how
temporal and spatial patterning generates diverse cell types, how
guidance molecules distribute the axons and dendrites of neurons
within the correct target regions, how vertebrates and inverte-
brates generate their retinotopic map, and the molecules and mech-
anisms required for neuronal migration. We suggest that basic
principles used to wire the fly visual system are broadly applicable
to other systems and highlight its importance as a model to study
nervous system development.
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The visual system is integral to the detection and processing of
environmental stimuli such as food, mates, or predators. Like

auditory and somatosensory neurons, the visual system maintains
point-to-point correspondence in space between sensory receptors
and downstream processing centers, a phenomenon known as
retinotopy for the visual system (1). Retinotopy facilitates the study
of neural circuit development and function as it allows one to ex-
trapolate general principles about visual system assembly by fo-
cusing on a single subunit. This, combined with the visual system’s
accessibility, has made it one of the best-studied sensory modalities.
Drosophila has a long history as a genetic model organism used

to study visual system development. Immunohistochemistry and
molecular genetic experiments performed in Drosophila have
unearthed some of the developmental mechanisms that build the
visual system. Methodologies such as Golgi staining (2), highly
specific enhancer trap lines (3, 4), single-cell RNA sequencing
(5–8), and electron microscopy reconstructions (9–13) have
allowed for careful morphological and molecular characteriza-
tion of visual system components, providing both the roster of
neuronal types as well as the identity of their synaptic partners
(i.e., the connectome). Importantly, the neural stem cells of the
Drosophila optic lobe (called neuroblasts) are generated as a wave
of differentiation sweeps over a neuroepithelium, allowing one to
simultaneously observe and compare neuroblasts of different ages
at a single time point (14–16). Many concepts underlyingDrosophila
visual system development are readily applicable to other systems,
such as the vertebrate visual system (17) and cortex (18).
Nervous system development follows a number of reproducible

steps. Cell types must be specified and generated in the correct
proportions. Neurons must target the correct (optic) ganglia and
segregate their axons/dendrites into the correct target regions.
Neurons of the same type must distribute their arbors across the
topographic map. They must assemble themselves with stereotypic/

columnar organization and project to the correct layers, and finally,
upon reaching proximity to their synaptic partners, neurons must
make the correct connections. All of these steps must be coordi-
nated under precise spatiotemporal control.
Below, we describe the major concepts that have emerged

from the study of the Drosophila visual system, with a specific
emphasis on how the medulla optic ganglion is generated. The
development of the retina (19–22), the formation of the optic
neuroepithelia (23, 24), and the formation of neuropil layers (25,
26) have been discussed at length in numerous reviews and
therefore, will not be mentioned further.

Optic Lobe Organization: A Primer
The visual system is the largest component of the fly nervous sys-
tem; of the 100,000 neurons in the Drosophila brain, about two-
thirds are devoted to sight (27). The visual system consists of the
retina and four optic ganglia or neuropils: the lamina, medulla,
lobula, and lobula plate (2). The retina consists of 800 unit-eyes or
ommatidia, each of which is composed of eight photoreceptors (R1
to R8) (28); R1 to R6 specialize in image formation and dim light
vision, while R7 and R8 are required for color vision and the de-
tection of the vector of polarized light (29–31). Photoreceptors R1
to R6 project their axons to 800 lamina cartridges, while R7 and R8
project their axons to the 800 columns of the medulla (2, 32)
(Fig. 1A). The medulla is the most complex neuropil in the optic
lobe and consists of ∼100 distinct cell types organized into 10 layers
(2, 32, 33). Medulla-intrinsic (Mi) neurons span the entire medulla,
while Dm and Pm medulla neurons localize their arbors solely in
the distal and proximal medulla, respectively (Fig. 1A). The 800
columns in the lobula are organized into six layers; the lobula plate
has four. The medulla is connected to the lobula complex by
transmedullary Tm/TmY neurons (Fig. 1A). The lobula plate is
connected to the motion detectors in the medulla by T4 and TmY
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neurons and to the lobula by T5 neurons (2) (Fig. 1A). The lobula
plate processes broad field motion (34, 35), while distinct visual
features captured by the visual system are coded into lobula co-
lumnar (LC) neurons that send their projections to different optic
glomeruli in the central brain (35, 36) (Fig. 1A). Lobula plate
tangential system (LPTC) neurons such as vertical system (VS)
neurons also connect the lobula plate to the central brain (Fig. 1A),
and some medulla neurons also project their arbors to optic glo-
meruli in the central brain (37, 38). While the structure of the fly
visual system does not appear to be evolutionarily conserved with
mammals, there is some level of convergence (Fig. 1B). Like the
fly, the mammalian retina contains light- and color-detecting
photoreceptors that connect to regularly arranged interneurons.
These photoreceptors synapse onto bipolar cells that, like the
Drosophila lamina and Mi/Tm neurons, detect increments (on) or
decrements (off) of light. Horizontal cells (like Drosophila lamina
amacrine cells and several distal medulla neurons) integrate the
input from multiple photoreceptor cells to bipolar cells. Like Dm,
Pm, and medulla tangential neurons in the fly, amacrine cells are
broadly arborizing neurons that modulate bipolar cell to retinal
ganglion cell (RGC) signaling. Finally, bipolar cells synapse onto
feature-detecting RGCs that, like fly LC neurons, project their
axons to higher-order processing centers (17).

Cell Fate Specification and Visual System Development
Proper visual system function requires the specification of dis-
tinct neural types in the correct numbers. The Drosophila adult

visual system consists of roughly 60,000 neurons of about 200
different cell types (2, 6, 7, 33). During early larval development,
the optic lobe primordium splits in half to form two crescent-
shaped neuroepithelia: the outer proliferation center (OPC) and
the inner proliferation center (IPC) (27, 39, 40). The OPC
produces mainly neurons of the lamina and the medulla (27, 41),
while the IPC generates some neurons of the lobula complex but
also, the C neurons (which connect the lamina to the medulla)
and the T neurons (which connect the medulla/lobula plate to
the lobula) (27, 42, 43).
During larval development, a neurogenic wave moves from the

medial edge of the OPC toward the lateral edge, causing the con-
version of neuroepithelial cells into neuroblasts (14–16, 44). Me-
dulla neuroblasts divide multiple times asymmetrically to regenerate
themselves and produce a ganglion mother cell (GMC), a transit-
amplifying cell that divides asymmetrically just once to generate two
different neurons or glia in a Notch-dependent manner (45, 46).
The diversity of neurons produced in the Drosophila medulla is
regulated by the coordination of temporal and spatial patterning, as
well as by Notch-mediated binary fate choice. The role of these
mechanisms in regulating medulla neuron fate is described below
and is compared with similar mechanisms used in vertebrates.

Temporal Patterning Generates Neural Diversity. Production of a
nervous system with the correct numbers and types of cells requires
large-scale coordination of cell fate specification. The sequential
expression of transcription factors in a temporal cascade in neural
precursors (known as temporal patterning) is a widely used strategy
for generating neural diversity. In the Drosophila visual system,
OPC neuroblast clones generate long columnar chains of neurons
spanning the medulla cortex, hinting that an individual OPC neu-
roblast divides multiple times to generate neurons of distinct fates
(47, 48). Antibody screens identified the temporal transcription
factors (tTFs) Homothorax (Hth), Eyeless (Ey), Sloppy Paired
(Slp), Dichaete (D), and Tailless (Tll), which are sequentially
expressed in rows of three to five neuroblasts in a temporal se-
quence (49, 50) (Fig. 2A). The tTFs Ey, Slp, D, and to an extent,
Tll are required for proper sequence progression, and OPC tTFs
cross-regulate each other. With the exception of Hth, each of them
turns off the expression of the preceding factor (49, 50) and is
required to activate the expression of the following one (49)
(Fig. 2A). Consequently, tTFs exhibit partially overlapping ex-
pression patterns. As neuroblasts express each tTF over multiple
divisions, simultaneous expression of two tTFs may be sufficient to
delineate additional temporal windows (49). In the final divisions,
Tll+ neuroblasts express the transcription factor Prospero (which is
normally expressed only in GMCs) to instruct them to undergo a
terminal cell division that produces two glial cells. Similar to other
lineages in flies and vertebrates, OPC-derived glia and neurons do
not arise from distinct classes of neuroblasts but rather, from the
same progenitors, with glia arising in the terminal neuroblast di-
visions (49, 51, 52). Thus, temporal patterning can generate more
than a dozen temporal windows with a combination of tTFs and
provides the first layer of regulation to specify at least as many
distinct neurons.
Temporal patterning is used for neuronal specification in

other contexts. The best-studied model for temporal patterning
is the Drosophila embryonic ventral nerve cord (VNC), which is
generated from 30 different neuroblasts per hemisegment (53).
As neuroblasts age, they generate a temporally patterned subset
of neurons and glia. The transcription factors Hunchback (Hb),
Krüppel (Kr), Pdm1/2, Castor, and Grainy head are expressed
sequentially by each neuroblast and specify this patterning (54). As
with OPC neuroblasts, temporal series progression is cell intrinsic
(55) and is mediated by inhibition of the previous factor by the
following one (56). However, unlike the Drosophila visual system,
the absence of these tTFs is not sufficient to stop the progression
of the temporal cascade. For example, transition out of the first
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Fig. 1. Drosophila and mammalian visual system organization. (A) Visual
input in Drosophila is captured by photoreceptors divided into ∼800 om-
matidia. Outer photoreceptor axons (R1 to R6) project to the cartridges of
the lamina, while inner photoreceptor axons (R7 to R8) project to the me-
dulla. Lamina neurons (e.g., L1) also project their axons to the medulla
(orange–yellow). Medulla neurons can be divided into numerous classes. Mi
neurons (Mi1; red) project their arbors throughout the entire medulla.
Transmedullary neurons (e.g., Tm3; orange) connect the medulla to the
lobula. Distal medulla (e.g., Dm4; green) neurons are multicolumnar and
project arbors across multiple medulla columns. The lobula and lobula plate
neuropils are responsible for processing different aspects of vision. T4 neurons
(purple) connect the lobula plate to the proximal medulla, while T5 neurons
(teal) connect the lobula/lobula plate, which processes broad field motion. LC
(e.g., LC12) neurons (dark blue) project within the lobula and send an arbor to
the central brain to process various visual features. LPTCs (e.g., VS neurons) are
sensitive to wide-field motion and project their arbors to the central brain, as
do medulla tubercule (bright blue) neurons. (B) Input to the mammalian visual
system is captured by photoreceptors, which are categorized as dim light–
sensing rods or bright light/color–sensing cones. Rod and cone photoreceptors
synapse onto rod or cone bipolar cells (red), respectively. Horizontal cells (dark
gray) integrate the input from multiple photoreceptor cells to bipolar cells.
Bipolar cells (red) make synapses with feature-detecting RGCs (blue). RGCs
project neurites to higher-order processing centers. Amacrine cells (green)
modulate bipolar to RGC signaling. Like Dm neurons in the fly, they are broadly
arborizing. Müller glia are integral to visual system processing but are not
shown in the figure. GCL, ganglion cell layer; INL, inner nuclear layer; IPL, inner
plexiform layer; ONL, outer nuclear layer; OPL, outer plexiform layer.
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temporal state (Hb) is not dependent on Kr expression but rather,
appears to be due to Hb depletion in a cell cycle–dependent
manner (55). At the end of the VNC neuron temporal series,
neuroblasts are decommissioned either by apoptosis or by entering
quiescence (57).
In the vertebrate visual system, retinal progenitor cells (RPCs)

sequentially produce all retinal cells via biased temporal patterning.
RPCs undergo three types of divisions: symmetric, asymmetric, and
differentiative (58–60). Live imaging and cultured cell experiments
involving individual RPCs suggest that multipotent RPCs toggle
between these division modes to generate all retinal cell types using
stochastic, biased, cell-intrinsically regulated divisions (61–63).
Despite the stochasticity inherent in RPC divisions, a crude tem-
poral map exists. The widely overlapping temporal windows produce
in a relatively stable order RGCs, horizontal cells, cones, amacrine
cells, rods, bipolar cells, and finally, Müller glia. Furthermore, each
cell type is composed of dozens of subtypes that appear to be pro-
duced in a temporal order; for example, GABAergic amacrine cells
are consistently generated 2 to 3 d before glycinergic amacrine cells,
and cone bipolar cells are born before rod bipolar cells (64, 65).
Molecularly, the Atonal homologMath5 is necessary in RPCs during
their terminal division to promote early-born RGC fate and inhibit
later-born (cone and amacrine) cell fate (66, 67). Temporal pat-
terning is also regulated by the heterochronic pathway microRNA
let-7, as well as the microRNAs (miRNAs) mir-126 and mir-9; these

miRNAs increase their expression in later progenitors to promote
the expression of the conserved heterochronic gene Lin-28b and the
immunoglobulin superfamily (IgSF) protein protogenin (68). Over-
expression of these genes generates an excess of later-born neuron
types, indicating that these miRNAs are sufficient to advance the
developmental clock in RPCs. Classical temporal patterning genes,
such as Hb and Castor orthologs (which specify Drosophila VNC
early vs. late neural fate), are also used to regulate mammalian
retinal neuron fate. Expression of the early factor Ikaros/Hb in RPCs
(as well as in mature neurons) is required to produce retinal neurons
from early windows, while Casz1/Castor is required for late windows
(69, 70). Recent evidence also suggests that the temporal factor
Pou2f1/2(Pdm) is required in RPCs for the specification of cones
produced in the intermediate period. Ikaros overexpression in-
creases Pou2f1 expression, and Pou2f1 expression represses Casz1
(71); in addition to Pou2f1/2, the Forkhead box transcription factor
FOXN4 (which resembles the tTF Slp) also activates Casz expres-
sion and represses Ikzf1 expression to promote mid- to late cell types
within the early temporal windows (amacrine, horizontal, cone, and
rod cells) at the expense of RGC production (72). This suggests that
these two genes collaborate to specify an intermediate temporal
window. Thus, an evolutionarily conserved temporal series of genes
appears to regulate temporal patterning of retinal fate.
The patterning of the vertebrate cortex also resembles the

temporal patterning seen in the Drosophila nervous system. The
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Fig. 2. Spatiotemporal patterning/Notch signaling provide neuronal diversity in the visual system. (A) Drosophila OPC medulla neuroblasts express tran-
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cerebral cortex is organized into six horizontal layers with co-
lumnar organization. Like the OPC neuroepithelium, radial glial
progenitors (RGPs) first undergo symmetric divisions to expand
the progenitor pool and then, divide asymmetrically as stem cells
to sequentially produce cortical neurons (73). 3H-Thymidine la-
beling experiments showed that excitatory projection neurons re-
siding in deeper cortical layers are born first, while upper layers
are generated later (74). Recent clonal labeling experiments cor-
roborate this and suggest that the members of a single cortical
column are born from a single RGP that divides on average eight
times to produce one to two neurons per layer. Clones are smaller
and only produce superficial-layer neurons when induced later in
development, indicating that, like neuroblasts, RGPs have a fixed
output (75). Cultured RGPs and heterochronic transplants of
older RGPs in younger cortices suggest that most RGP temporal
patterning is cell intrinsic (76, 77). However, recent scRNAseq
experiments using tagged neurons and their progenitors showed
that a class of RGPs (later-born apical RGPs) born at E15.5 can
be reprogrammed to an earlier RGP fate in a Wnt-dependent
manner when transplanted to E12 animals (78, 79). However,
later-born intermediate progenitors do not exhibit this plasticity.
Intriguingly, ectopic expression of the tTF Ikaros/Hb is sufficient to
specify early temporal fate in RGPs (and possibly, in neurons) as
ectopic Ikaros expression in RGPs results in greater numbers of
deep-layer cortical neurons; however, ikaros knockouts have no
cortical defects, indicating that the gene is sufficient but not
necessary (80).
So far, none of the temporal patterning genes expressed in the

Drosophila optic lobe appear to be utilized to promote temporal
fate in vertebrates. Despite this, the homologs of Hth, Ey, Slp, D,
and Tll (i.e., Meig, Pax6, FoxG1, Pax2, and Tlx, respectively) are
expressed in the developing vertebrate eye and show similar
regulatory relationships. For example, the Hth homolog Meis
activates Ey/Pax6 expression to promote lens development (81),
and in slp/foxg1 mutants, Ey/Pax6 expression rises, increasing the
size of the ciliary margin in the nasal retina. Pax6 is also required
to up-regulate FoxG1 expression required for nasotemporal
patterning of the optic vesicles (82). Finally, the Tll homolog Tlx
represses Pax2/D expression in the developing eye (83). Thus,
although Drosophila optic lobe tTFs have not been shown to
function in the same manner in vertebrates, it is intriguing that
their genetic relationships are conserved.

Notch Signaling Increases Medulla Neuronal Diversity. After spatio-
temporal patterning is used to determine the fate of neuronal
progeny, Notch signaling is used in the following asymmetric single-
GMC division to diversify the fates of the two GMC daughter cells.
Notch signaling canonically acts through lateral inhibition; increased
expression of the transmembrane ligand Delta on one cell causes an
increase in Notch transmembrane receptor concentration in the
neighboring cell, thus increasing its ability to respond to and signal
through Delta and thereby, allowing two adjacent cells to adopt
distinct fates, one Notchon and one Notchoff (84). The asymmetry in
the Notch signal may also be regulated by asymmetric distribution
of Notch inhibitors (such as Numb) into one side of a progenitor,
thereby causing an increase in Notch expression in only one
daughter cell (85, 86). This Notchon/Notchoff decision is utilized in
nearly all GMCs across the nervous system and generates two
neurons that acquire different fates (Fig. 2A); this effectively
doubles the number of neural types produced at each temporal
window. In a number of lineages, one of the Notchon or Notchoff

sister cells is fated to undergo programmed cell death, resulting in
a “hemilineage” where just one cell type is produced per GMC
division (46, 87, 88).
In the vertebrate retina, asymmetric Notch signaling is also

used to diversify cell fate. Two mechanisms regulate the asym-
metry of Notch inheritance in RPCs. As in invertebrates, Numb
is symmetrically inherited in symmetrically dividing cells but is

asymmetrically inherited in asymmetrically dividing cells. The
role of Numb here is somewhat subtle; numb mutants do not
exhibit gross cell fate defects but cause a change in the ratios of
cell types produced (89). Similarly, overexpression of Notch itself
produces excess Müller glial cells (90, 91). Aside from asymmetric
partitioning of Numb in the daughter cells, the ubiquitin ligase
Mindbomb acts in the neighboring retinal pigmented neuro-
epithelia (RPE) to promote asymmetric Notch localization in
RPCs. Mindbomb expression in the RPE degrades Notch to en-
hance apical RPE Delta localization, which itself induces apical
RPC Notch localization (92). Thus, asymmetric inheritance of
Notch in RPCs alters the ratios of retinal cell types produced.

Spatial Patterning of the Drosophila Medulla. The diversity generated
by binary combinations of temporal factors and Notch-dependent
asymmetric GMC divisions can only account for the specification
of less than half of the 100 medulla cell types (49). The remaining
diversity relies on the contribution of spatial patterning or infor-
mation imparted by neuroblast birth region. The OPC neuro-
epithelium is spatially divided into several regions defined by the
expression of different transcription factors or signaling molecules
that will instruct the fate of neurons born from each region.
However, the expression of most of these genes remains restricted
to the neuroepithelium and is turned off in neuroblasts; thus, it
remains to be determined how neurons remember their spatial
origins. The Chx10 homolog Vsx1 is expressed at the center of the
OPC crescent (89), the SIX-family transcription factor Optix is
expressed in the regions flanking Vsx (90), and the retinal ho-
meobox Rx is expressed at the tips (41) (Fig. 2B). The Rx region is
further subdivided into two subregions that express the signal-
ing molecules Wingless (Wg) or Decapentaplegic (Dpp/BMP);
Hedgehog (Hh) is expressed solely in the ventral half of the OPC
(Fig. 2B′). Thus, one can define at least eight distinct OPC spatial
domains (Fig. 2B). These genes are expressed in their respective
domains as early as the embryonic optic anlage and appear to
correspond to compartments of restricted lineages inherited from
early patterning of the embryo (41, 89, 90). For instance, a lineage
trace for Hh marks the OPC ventral domain, although Hh is no
longer expressed in the OPC during neuroblast formation (41, 91).
Vsx, Optix, and Rx are expressed in a mutually exclusive manner,
and ectopic expression of Vsx and Rx causes loss of Optix ex-
pression (41). Although these are the only spatial factors that have
been described, neuron labeling experiments during larval devel-
opment suggest that more spatial subdivisions exist. For example,
one Dm8 neuron subtype arises from roughly one-third of the
Optix region, indicating that this neuroepithelial domain may have
spatial subdivisions (92).
In all OPC subregions except the Wg region (where it differs

slightly), the tTF cascade remains the same, although different
spatial regions produce different neurons; this suggests that spatial
factors modify the outcome of a common temporal pattern (41,
46). How do spatial and temporal patterning intersect to produce
the 100 medulla neuron types? Medulla neurons can be divided
into two separate subtypes; unicolumnar neurons exist at a 1:1 ratio
of neurons to columns and restrict their arbors to a single column,
while there are anywhere between 5 and 800 each of multi-
columnar neurons, which project their arbors across multiple me-
dulla columns (41). Fate mapping experiments identifying neurons
from the Hth window show that neurons with a 1:1 ratio of neurons
to columns arise from each of the roughly 800 medulla neuroblasts,
while less numerous neurons are only produced in smaller numbers
by neuroblasts from restricted spatial domains. This suggests that
some neurons ignore spatial information, while others do not.
Differences in response to spatial patterning also appear to be
partly mediated by differential Notch activity in the two daughters
of the GMC; unicolumnar Mi1 neurons generated by all neuro-
blasts are Non, while multicolumnar Pm3 neurons (generated only
by Vsx1 neuroblasts) are Noff (41). Thus, Notch signaling allows
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neurons to utilize or ignore spatial inputs, providing a downstream
mechanism by which spatial information specifies neurons at lower
stoichiometry. Although this model describes broadly how different
numbers of neurons are generated, it fails to account for more
granular regulation of cell number. Thus, future experiments will
detail the mechanisms underlying the regulation of cell number.
Like OPC neuroblasts, Drosophila embryonic VNC neuroblasts

integrate temporal patterning with spatial information. VNC neu-
roblasts are arranged into rows and columns, each of which ex-
presses a distinct spatial factor (93, 94). Spatial and temporal factors
do not act independently; rather, it has been shown that spatial
factors modify chromatin accessibility in the neuroepithelium so
that the same temporal factor (Hb in this case) binds distinct
transcriptional targets in each neuroblast. This allows each neuro-
blast to have its own transcriptional output and therefore, to pro-
duce diverse cell fates (95). Interestingly, temporal factors also
appear to epigenetically prime neural stem cells to promote rod fate
in the vertebrate retina. Proteomic experiments suggest that the tTF
Casz1 interacts with the NuRD histone deacetylase complex and
Polycomb repressors to suppress glial fate and promote rod fate.
Treatment of Casz1 overexpression lines with histone deacetylase
inhibitors decreases rod production, indicating that Casz1 exerts its
function on chromatin remodeled by nucleosome remodeling and
deacetylase (NuRD) (96). In the vertebrate cortex, tTFs also use
Polycomb-mediated chromatin remodeling to encourage radial glial
cells to transition from a more cell-intrinsically directed develop-
mental state to one that is more receptive to external cues (79). It is
unknown the extent to which OPC neuroepithelial cells are epige-
netically primed by spatiotemporal factors.
In the developing vertebrate spinal cord, morphogenetic gradi-

ents establish regions of spatially subdivided transcription factor
expression that promote cell fate. BMP secreted from the roof
plate promotes specification of dorsal sensory interneurons, while
secretion of Sonic Hedgehog (Shh) from the floor plate specifies
motoneuron/ventral interneuron fate (Fig. 2 C and C′). Down-
stream of morphogen gradients, transcription factors are expressed
in slightly overlapping spatial regions to generate distinct neural
subdomains (97). A set of transcription factors (including the
bHLH factors Olig3, Ascl1, and Ngn1/2) spatially patterns the six
classes of neurons in the dorsal spinal cord, while Shh activates
(Class II; e.g., Nkx2.2) and represses (Class I; e.g., Pax7, Dbx1,
Dbx2, and Pax6) two classes of Homeodomain transcription factors
in discrete patterns to demarcate five progenitor classes in the
ventral spinal cord (Fig. 2 C and C′) (98, 99). As in Drosophila,
spatial patterning appears to regulate tTF expression to further
define the fate of newborn neurons. In all spatial domains, Onecut-
family TFs define the earliest temporal windows, the Pdm-homolog
Pou2f2 and Zfhx2-4 promote middle-born fate, and the factors
Nfia/b/x and Neurod2/6 are expressed last. Like Drosophila
mushroom body neuroblasts, which use extrinsic Activin signaling
to help time temporal transitions, the vertebrate spinal cord utilizes
TGF-β (transforming growth factor β) to regulate the length of
each window (100–102). Thus, spatial patterning promotes the
regulation of neural fates in the vertebrate spinal cord.

Neuron Targeting and Visual System Assembly
Do Pioneer Neurons Dictate Neuropil Targeting? After visual system
neurons are generated, they need to innervate the correct neuropils
to find their target neurons in the proper layers and columns. For
the most part, the neuronal types composing each neuropil are
generated in proximity to where they will act, thereby simplifying
neural ganglia assembly. The construction of each neuropil re-
quires the arrival of pioneer axons and the fasciculation of follower
axons (103, 104). In the case of laminated neuropils such as the
medulla, pioneer neurons appear to serve a dual function; they
might first delimit where the neuropil itself will be placed and may
later serve as placeholders for “protolayer” formation during de-
velopment. These protolayers will later split into more permanent

layers that will compose the final laminated structure of optic lobe
neuropils as more neurons intercalate within each neuropil during
pupation (105).
Which neurons act as the pioneers for each optic ganglion?

Photoreceptors appear to be required to pioneer the lamina
neuropil, as the lamina is entirely missing in the absence of pho-
toreceptor innervation; in fact, photoreceptors not only define the
lamina but also, induce the differentiation and diversity of its five
neuron types (106–109). Photoreceptors and lamina glia likely
serve together as the placeholders for lamina neuropil formation;
glia require photoreceptor input to migrate, while R1 to R6 re-
quire the same glial cells to tell them where to stop (110, 111).
Unlike the lamina, the medulla neuropil and lobula complex re-
main relatively intact in the absence of photoreceptor innervation
(106, 112), and clones inducing lamina neuron death have limited
impact on medulla formation (112). However, mutants lacking
photoreceptors (i.e., sine oculis mutants) lack a separation between
the proximal and distal medulla, indicating that photoreceptors or
lamina neurons may be required for the assembly of certain medulla
components (106). Similarly, the Mi neuron Mi1 appears to be
responsible for building the medulla layers M9 and M10 (i.e.,
proximal medulla), as clones removing Mi1 neurons lead to a
complete disorganization of these layers (112). As Mi1 is one of the
firstborn neurons in the medulla, it is a good candidate for de-
marcating the physical placement of the neuropil (41, 47, 49).
Which neurons pioneer the lobula complex? Like Mi1 neurons,

Tm/TmY transmedullary neurons are generated at early time
points and are the only lobula neurons that exist at a 1:1 ratio of
neurons to columns (2). Thus, they might be good candidates for
lobula pioneers, although this has never been shown (113). Finally,
the lobula plate is likely pioneered by T4/T5 neurons, as mutants
that prevent specification of subsets of T4 or T5 neurons result in
the removal of the entire corresponding lobula plate layers where
these neurons normally project. Furthermore, lobula plate tan-
gential cells, which are the synaptic partners of T4/T5, fail to target
in the absence of T4/T5 (43, 114, 115). Therefore, T4/T5 neurons
are required for both the formation and layering of the lobula
plate neuropil.
Although it is not known which neurons pioneer the vertebrate

visual system, studies in the mouse visual system suggest that
later-born neurons may use pioneer neurons to reach their
proper targets. Earlier-born RGCs initially overshoot their tar-
gets in the visual system and transiently sample multiple sites.
Upon making contact with their synaptic partners, they remove
inappropriately targeting cells through axon retraction and pro-
grammed cell death. In contrast, later-born RGCs project their
axons directly to their target sites and do not overshoot them
(116). This suggests that later-born RGCs have axon guidance
input from pioneer axons that allows them to target more
accurately than earlier-born cells.

Glial Cells Enforce Neuropil Placement and Separation. Neurons pro-
duced by the same lineages most often target their axons to the
same optic ganglia. During Drosophila visual system development,
OPC neuroblasts produce neurons belonging to the lamina and
medulla neuropils (although some LC neurons are also generated
from the tip of the OPC crescent) (41, 46, 49). Lobula complex–
targeting neurons (e.g., C2, C3, T4, T5, and others) are born from
the IPC (42, 43, 114, 115), and the remaining lobula complex
neurons are born from central brain neuroblasts (117). The close
proximity of the OPC and IPC puts the developing lamina and
lobula complex neurons in direct apposition during larval devel-
opment (118). As a result, the presence of physical and molecular
boundaries—set up by rows of glial cells—is required to prevent
their mixing.
One way in which glial cells prevent neuropil mixing is by

secreting Slit, which is also secreted by medulla neurons. Glia-
expressed Slit prevents Robo-expressing IPC neurons from
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mixing with the lamina precursor cells in the OPC; mutants in
these genes cause lobula complex neurons born from the IPC (C
or T neurons) to inappropriately invade the developing larval
lamina and bisect the lamina and medulla neuropils (118, 119).
Netrin signaling from the IPC is also required to prevent the

fusion of neighboring neuropils; disruption of Netrin signaling
causes IPC neuroepithelial cells to invade the OPC, causing a
fusion of the lobula and medulla neuropils during adulthood
(120). Netrin is secreted by the IPC, while the Netrin receptors
Frazzled and Unc5 are expressed in lamina glial cells that border
the OPC. Thus, glia express Netrin receptors as a buffer to prevent
neuroepithelial mixing. Mathematical modeling integrating Slit
and Netrin signaling suggests that Netrin acts as both an attractant
(through Frazzled) and repellent (through Unc5) to ensure the
correct amount of spacing between the OPC and IPC, thereby
preventing neuropil mixing (120). Thus, glia act as a barrier
around the developing neuropils to maintain their placement and
separation during development (121).

Cell Migration in the Visual System. Following cell fate specification,
some neurons migrate long distances to reach their final locations.
Most cell migration studies in vertebrates entail two types of mi-
gration: radial migration, which involves parallel movement of
neurons along a glial fiber (e.g., the movement of excitatory cor-
tical projection neurons along RGPs in the cerebral cortex), and
tangential migration, which involves the long-distance migration of
neurons tangential to the cortical layers (e.g., migration of inhib-
itory interneurons in the cerebral cortex) (Fig. 3A) (122, 123).
Morphologically, migrating neurons exhibit two major hallmarks:
leading process extension (in which a neurite is polarized in the
direction of movement) and nucleokinesis (in which the nucleus
translocates into the leading process and drags the cell body in the
direction of movement) (122).
Neurons of the Drosophila visual system also undergo cell

migration, although very few of them do it. A subclass of lamina
neurons (lamina wide field 1/2 [Lawf1/2]) and glia (epithelial/
marginal [eg/mg]) generated from the same common progenitor
migrate tangentially from their place of birth (from the lamina
region at the tip of the OPC crescent) along the entire innermost
concentric zone of the medulla cortex to reach the center of the
medulla (110, 124–127) (Fig. 3B). This tangential migration ap-
pears to utilize the polarized extension of a leading process, indi-
cating that they may use some of the same molecular mechanisms
as vertebrate neurons to tangentially migrate. Early experiments
suggested that guidance cues for eg/mg glia migration emanate from
photoreceptors (128). However, Lawf neurons appear to use dif-
ferent mechanisms to migrate, as mutants lacking the ventral por-
tion of the eye show disrupted eg/mg glial migration but show
normal specification and migration of Lawf1/2 (124). Slit and Robo
appear to be important chemotactic cues for Lawf migration. Slit
shows expression in Lawf cells, while Robo3 shows expression in a
concentric ring of medulla neurons (which includes Mi1 neurons)
along the migratory path (127). It is believed that Slit acts as a li-
gand to generate repulsive cell–cell interactions to promote proper
migration. In line with this hypothesis, slit and robo3mutants exhibit
disrupted Lawf migration. Similarly, Slit/Robo signaling is also re-
quired to regulate filopodia formation required for radial migration
of vertebrate cortical neurons (129).
Later in pupal development, Lawf1/2 neurons undergo an-

other type of cell movement using an unknown mechanism; their
arbors spread along the entire retinotopic map before the cell
bodies distribute evenly across the entire medulla to their final
positions (124). This form of noncanonical cell movement re-
sembles another form of cell movement—tangential dispersion—
observed in vertebrate amacrine and horizontal cells. These cells
first project their arbors to their final locations and then later in
development, tangentially disperse their somas to match the
spacing of their arbors (130, 131) (Fig. 3C). Amacrine neurons can

migrate significant distances—as much as 145 μm away from their
birthplace. Like canonically migrating neurons, tangentially dis-
persing somas extend small, laterally projecting neurites that
provide directionality to the moving soma, suggesting that this is
indeed an active migration process, although little is known about
how this is regulated (131). Medulla multicolumnar neurons also
appear to undergo tangential dispersion. These neurons project
their neurites from their restricted places of birth to their final
destinations during early pupation but later, begin to disperse their
cell bodies throughout the dorsoventral (DV) axis of the medulla
at around 24 h into pupation (41, 47, 48, 105). Although it is not
known whether these neurites extend a leading process, this dis-
persion also appears to be an active process as morphogenetic
movements in the optic lobes (i.e., lamina rotation) do not appear
to play a role in this migration (48). Molecules responsible for
tangential migration have not yet been identified, so the tractable
genetics of Drosophila may identify conserved regulators used in
this process.

Establishment of Retinotopy. Topographic maps are found in all
sensory systems and ensure that the quality and/or spatial origins
of inputs from the environment are preserved when sensory
neurons transmit their information to higher processing centers
(1). The organization of these systems into columns or discrete
units allows organisms to interpret sensory information about the
location or type of stimuli. In the visual system, photoreceptors
preserve the representation of the visual field and project their
axons retinotopically to downstream processing centers such as the
medulla (fly) or to the neurons in the outer plexiform layer of the
retina (mouse). Vertebrate RGCs must also maintain their orga-
nization in the superior colliculus/tectum. For retinotopic assem-
bly to occur in the visual system, photoreceptors and downstream
visual system neurons must maintain the correct anteroposterior
(AP) and DV axes of origin of the retinal image.
In the fly, photoreceptors project their axons to the lamina and

medulla in an ordered arrangement to promote retinotopic circuit
assembly. In the AP axis of the medulla, birth order regulates the
targeting order of photoreceptor axons. As photoreceptors are
recruited sequentially with the posterior-to-anterior movement of the
morphogenetic furrow, they project their axons to the corresponding
regions of the lamina (outer photoreceptors) and medulla (R7
and R8 color photoreceptors) (27, 132). Medulla photoreceptor
entry appears to be partly mediated by cell adhesion molecules.
At the anterior edge of the medulla, the youngest R8 neurites
express a pulse of the transcription factor Sequoia, which leads
to elevated levels of the cell adhesion molecule Capricious (133).
The same is true for the cell adhesion molecules NCadherin
(NCad) and Flamingo, which are also transiently expressed in R8
axons as they enter the medulla, with strongest expression in the
youngest axons (134, 135). R8s retinotopically sort themselves as
they enter the medulla by comparing cell adhesion molecule
levels among earlier-born neurons. In addition to cell adhesion,
paracrine Insulin receptor signaling feeds onto Dock/Pak to
promote axon guidance and thus, retinotopy in the medulla;
dock/pak mutants display gross axon guidance defects, leading to
photoreceptor axon disorganization and loss of retinotopy
(136–138).
Recruitment of neuroblasts by the passing of the neurogenic

wave in the OPC must be synchronized with the morphogenetic
furrow sweeping across the eye disc, thereby allowing for reti-
notopic assembly of photoreceptors and medulla neurons into
corresponding columns. Similarly, in the lobula plate, memory
trace experiments suggest that T4/T5 neurons are generated se-
quentially and are added to the lobula plate in correspondingly
posterior-to-anterior retinal positions, indicating that birth order
also acts to establish retinotopy in one axis of the lobula plate (43).
Less is known about how retinotopy along the DV axis is

achieved. Genetic screens in Drosophila have identified Wnt4 as
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one of the signaling pathways required for the DV targeting of
photoreceptors in the lamina. DWnt4 is expressed in the ventral
lamina, while ventral photoreceptors are selectively responsive to
Wnt4 signaling (139, 140). However, the disruption of retinotopy
in DWnt4 mutants is not dramatic, and the mechanism of action
by which these genes regulate retinotopic mapping is not known.
In vertebrates, the retinotopic organization of the visual sys-

tem is set up by two orthogonal Ephrin gradients in the superior
colliculus/tectum; EphrinA is expressed in a gradient along the
AP axis, while EphrinB is expressed in a lateromedial gradient.
Corresponding gradients of their cognate Eph receptors exist in
the retina: EphA is expressed in a nasotemporal gradient, and
EphB is expressed in a DV gradient. These gradients act in a
concentration-dependent manner to promote growth cone repul-
sion, thereby providing a coordinate system to direct retinotectal
mapping (141). However, unlike in vertebrates, Drosophila Eph
does not appear to play an important role in the establishment of
retinotopy, indicating that other molecules/mechanisms may be
used (142).

Column Formation and Spacing. Each neuropil in the visual system
is organized into discrete layers and columns. The retinotopic
organization of the Drosophila visual system into roughly 800

columns allows for faithful parallel transmission of spatial in-
formation across distinct layers. To generate columnar units, a
number of challenges must be addressed. First, the number of
columns must be the same from neuropil to neuropil; this is
likely dictated by photoreceptor number. Supporting this model,
Dm8 medulla neurons are generated in excess and are pared back
to match the number of photoreceptor columns via programmed
cell death (92). Second, neurons in each column must assemble in
the correct position to ensure proper circuit function. Finally,
neurites must properly restrict their size to prevent redundant
sampling yet still allow for intracolumnar communication.
Differential cell adhesion regulates the internal organization of

axons and dendrites within each column. The differential adhesion
hypothesis postulates that less adhesive cells are relegated to the
outside of a fascicle (or cartridge/column), while more adhesive
cells move toward the center (143). This mechanism is used in
Caenorhabditis elegans sensory neurons to properly organize den-
drites in the amphid sense organ (144) and is also used to regulate
photoreceptor/lamina cartridge organization. Differential adhe-
sion is mediated by the cell adhesion molecules NCad and Fla-
mingo, which promote the correct photoreceptor/lamina cell
placement within a lamina cartridge (134, 135, 145, 146). Mutants
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Fig. 3. Cell migration is a conserved phenomenon utilized across numerous neural types and many species. (A) Inhibitory interneurons born in the Medial
Ganglionic Eminence (MGE) of the ventral telencephalon migrate tangentially into the cortical wall before dispersing in the cortical plate. (Inset) Excitatory
cortical neurons are born from RGPs and radially migrate along glial fibers to reach their appropriate cortical layer. (B) Like inhibitory interneurons, de-
veloping Lawf neurons in Drosophila migrate tangentially to reach the medulla cortex. Later, Lawf1 and Lawf2 tangentially disperse across the medulla to
reach their final positions. (C) Mosaic clones of ChAT-expressing mouse retinal amacrine cells (red) tangentially disperse away from their siblings (Right) to
find their final positions; as a result, they are found intermingled among transgene-negative (gray) amacrine cells (186). Adapted from ref. 186, with per-
mission from Elsevier. ChAT, choline acetyltransferase; CP, cortical plate; IZ: intermediate zone; LGE, lateral ganglionic eminence; MZ, marginal zone; SVZ,
subventricular zone; VZ, ventricular zone.
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in these genes generate cartridges with incorrect numbers of axons
(134, 135, 147). Each cell adhesion molecule acts in a slightly dif-
ferent capacity, as Flamingo and NCad are differentially localized
across the lamina cartridge and expressed at different levels in different
cell types (148). Thus, changing levels of various adhesion molecules is
sufficient to explain photoreceptor and lamina cell placement
within a lamina cartridge (Fig. 4A). Similarly, NCad levels are
also necessary and sufficient to regulate photoreceptor axon
placement within medulla columns (112).
In addition to molecules that regulate differential adhesion, Wnt

signaling, likely acting in a planar cell polarity (PCP) capacity, also
regulates neuron placement within a medulla column. In the me-
dulla, recent scRNAseq data suggest that two Wnt ligands are
produced in two juxtaposed ventral or dorsal domains in several
distinct pairs of Tm neurons that can only be distinguished by the
expression of Wnt4 in ventral regions vs. Wnt10 in dorsal neurons
(7). Dwnt4 and Dwnt10 mutants exhibit relatively mild defects;
there are instances of medulla column fusion, as well as defects in
medulla column orientation, indicating that they likely act to pro-
mote proper placement of neurons within a medulla column.
Similarly, mutants in known PCP proteins such as Fz2 and Vang
cause similar defects (149). These defects are nonautonomous,
indicating that the gradient set up by Wnts acting outside their cells
of origin regulates the angle of orientation of a medulla column.
Proper column formation also requires that the neurites of

unicolumnar neurons restrict their projections within a single
column or tile. Neurite tiling in the optic lobe is controlled via the
regulation of filopodial extension, which occurs in two phases.
First, axons make actin-mediated exploratory branches across
multiple columns, as observed in photoreceptor and lamina neu-
rites (136, 137, 150–152) (Fig. 4B). Neurites then undergo a re-
striction phase in which they limit their axons to a single column.
This restriction, in part, requires proper synapse formation, as
neurons that fail to make synapses maintain their exploratory
phase in search of a partner. One group of proteins required for
restrictive phase initiation is the heparan sulfate proteoglycans
Dally-like (Dlp) and Syndecan (Sdc), which act with their partner
leukocyte common antigen–related (LAR) to promote synapto-
genesis (153). dlp, sdc, and lar mutant photoreceptors invade
neighboring medulla columns, but sdc and dlp mutants present
distinct phenotypes, indicating that they work in parallel rather
than in the same pathway (153). LAR also interacts with another
protein, Liprin-α, to promote proper tiling in the lamina. liprin-α
mutant R1 to R6 cells form irregular and fused cartridges (154),
indicating that cell adhesion molecules required for synapse for-
mation also promote proper column restriction. In addition to
synaptogenesis proteins, cell adhesion molecules themselves pro-
mote neurite binding to synaptic partners and thus, column re-
striction. The down syndrome cell adhesion molecules Dscam2
and Dscam4 bind homophilically to promote proper column re-
striction in the lamina and in the medulla (155, 156). Additional
cell adhesion molecules, such as the fly homolog of the mamma-
lian IgSF9 gene Turtle (Tutl) and its binding partner Borderless,
are also required both cell autonomously and nonautonomously to
promote R7 tiling within a medulla column (157). Thus, different
combinations of cell adhesion molecules promote photoreceptor
tiling in the visual system.
Finally, growth factor signaling also regulates the tiling and

arborization of neighboring neurons within a medulla column. In
parallel to the cell adhesion molecule Tutl, the R7-expressed
Activin receptor Baboon regulates R7 arbor size in the medulla
(158) but also restricts the dendritic arbor size of the R7 target
Dm8 and the R8 target Tm20 (159, 160). Also in parallel to
activin, Insulin signaling from neighboring L5 cells activates the
Tor pathway to expand the dendritic field size of Dm8 neurons
(160). Thus, various combinations of cell adhesion molecules and
signaling pathways regulate the receptive field size of unicolumnar
and multicolumnar neurites in the visual system.

Although unicolumnar and lamina monopolar cells have been
shown to use cell adhesion molecules and paracrine signaling to
scale arbor size, less is known about how broadly arborizing mul-
ticolumnar neurons determine their arbor size and the extent of
their branch overlap. Some work has implicated DIPs (Dpr-
interacting proteins) and Dprs (defective proboscis response) in
the regulation of arbor size (see below) (161). However, more work
is needed to better understand the relationship between receptive
field size, cell number, tiling, and neuronal function.
Although the vertebrate retina is not classically organized into

columns, retinal neurons are also laid out with regular spacing as
a retinal mosaic. Likewise, the neurons of the vertebrate cortex
are organized into functional columns, whose composition also
reflects their lineage. Recent work shows that RGP clones made
at E18 produce about five neurons belonging to the same co-
lumnar region in the five different layers. Electrophysiology ex-
periments suggest that many of these sister cells are synaptically
connected (162). Molecularly, NCad has been shown to be im-
portant for layer formation (163), and in zebrafish, the IgSF
protocadherin is required for proper columnar organization of
the retina (164); however, the molecular basis of column for-
mation in vertebrates has yet to be explored in detail.

Circuit Formation and Visual System Development
Guidance of neurons to the correct neuropil, column, and layer
sufficiently restricts neurite location to allow for circuit assembly
between pairs of neurons. One intellectual framework that is often
referred to is Sperry’s chemoaffinity hypothesis, which postulates
that “identification tags” localized on interacting neurons allow
neurites to bind each other to promote proper nervous system
targeting (165). It is possible to interpret Sperry’s work as the idea
that neurons use a molecular code consisting of thousands of
molecules to shape synaptic targeting. However, Sperry himself
noted that this was unlikely to be the mechanism that shapes
neurite targeting; instead, he felt that multiple gradients of small
numbers of guidance molecules could be used in a “continuous
series of decisions based on differential affinities” to specify “lat-
itude and longitude” within the visual system (165). Sperry’s
model has validity as, for instance, gradients of Ephrins explain
retinotopy in the vertebrate retina.
However, the model has decreased utility when used to describe

synaptic targeting. Hassan and Hiesinger (166) recently posited
that a smaller number of molecules could help stochastically
wandering neurites to match up to their partners in a sufficiently
biased manner to ensure that neurons consistently make the cor-
rect connections. Indeed, biophysical principles such as wiring
economy and volume exclusion are sufficient to model the as-
sembly of lamina cartridges in the Drosophila optic lobe (167,
168). However, the reality is likely somewhere in between: that a
few dozen molecules (rather than a few or a thousand) enact
pattern formation rules to increase the probability that neurons
make the correct connections. The following paragraphs describe
different cell adhesion molecules, each of which biases neurons to
form synapses with the correct partners.
As alluded to above, for synaptogenesis to occur, neuronal

growth cones must stabilize at the correct layer in proximity to
their synaptic partners. This is partly regulated by filopodial stabi-
lization/growth cone restriction. As previously mentioned, R7
growth cones are highly dynamic during early pupation but restrict
their targeting later in pupation as synaptogenesis initiates (150,
151) (Fig. 4B). Thus, genes previously shown to regulate layer for-
mation in fact do so by filopodial stabilization. For example, NCad,
Netrin, and LAR were initially considered to be guidance molecules
(150–152, 154, 169, 170). However, defects in the mutants are
secondary to filopodial defects, as mutants initially exhibit normal
targeting but aberrant axon stabilization, leading to eventual re-
traction. Not only does filopodial stabilization favor synapse for-
mation, but synapse formation itself stabilizes filopodia, resulting in
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a positive feedback loop that promotes synaptogenesis past a certain
threshold (152). Thus, proper filopodial stabilization is essential to
synaptogenesis initiation.
Other cell adhesion molecules likely act in a similar way

to stabilize targeting and allow for synaptic seeding. The
immunoglobulin (Ig) family protein Sidekick exhibits homophilic
interactions and is required for layer targeting in the vertebrate
retina (171). Mouse Sidekicks (Sdk) 1 and 2 are expressed in
nonoverlapping sublayers and are localized in areas adjacent to
pre- and postsynaptic machinery, indicating that they promote
synapse formation. Supporting this, ectopic expression of Sdk is
sufficient to misdirect neurons to the incorrect layer. Although
Drosophila sdk is also expressed in specific layers in the optic lobe, it
has not been shown to promote synaptogenesis. However, Sdk does
appear to act homophilically within photoreceptors to regulate
the placement of immature lamina neurons between photore-
ceptor columns to properly space lamina cartridges (172). Not all
proteins required for synaptogenesis do so through neurite sta-
bilization. For example, the cell adhesion molecule Kirre is
necessary in the pupal lamina for synaptogenesis of L4 cells to L2
and other L4 cells, yet it is not required for neurite shape (173). It
is unknown whether Kirre acts homophilically or whether it acts
heterophilically: for instance, with its heterophilic binding partner,
Rst, which is expressed in lamina precursor cells during larval de-
velopment (174). Perhaps the two might bind each other within
the lamina to regulate synaptogenesis.

Perhaps the best-studied cell surface proteins required for circuit
assembly in Drosophila are the superfamily of immunoglobulin-
containing Dprs, which bind to their cognate family DIPs. Mem-
bers of this family were identified in a molecular assay designed to
detect pairs of interacting proteins (175). Each DIP, which has three
Ig domains, interacts with a number of Dprs, each of which pos-
sesses two Ig domains (176, 177); some of these proteins are also
capable of homophilic binding (177, 178). As DIPs and Dprs show
high sequence similarity among each other, specificity of DIP–Dpr
interactions appears to be mediated via exclusion/negative con-
straints (177, 179). RNA sequencing (RNAseq) data suggest that
DIPs and Dprs are differentially expressed in some corresponding
synaptic partners just prior to synaptogenesis (177, 178). However,
many synaptic partners in the medulla do not express matching
DIPs and Dprs (177, 178).
Although multiple DIP/dpr mutants show little to no defects in

circuit assembly, some DIP/Dpr pairs appear to be required for
dendrite size, layer targeting, and synapse formation in the visual
system. For example, DIPα-mutant Dm4 neuron clones target
their neurites to fewer photoreceptor columns than in wild-type
animals, as they are unable to compete with wild-type neurites
(Fig. 4 C and C′). Conversely, whole-animal DIPα-mutant Dm4s
target more columns. Similarly, ectopic dpr10 expression in the
incorrect medulla layer is sufficient to mistarget neurons that
express its binding partner DIPα (Dm4 and Dm12), and removal
of DIPα also causes Dm12 neurons to target the incorrect
layer(Fig. 4 D and D′) (161). In regard to synaptogenesis, DIPγ is
necessary for a subset of Dm8 neurons (yDm8s) to properly target
their Dpr11-expressing synaptic partners (i.e., yR7s) (Fig. 4 E
and E′) (92, 176, 180). In both DIPα and DIPγ mutants, neurons
that fail to partner with the correct synaptic targets are culled by
programmed cell death (92, 161, 176, 180). DIPs and Dprs can
also prevent ectopic synapse formation.DIPγ/β double-mutant clones
possess similar numbers of synapses compared with wild-type lamina
neurons, but the synapses are more diffusely localized along the
neurite, suggesting that they are necessary to prevent promiscuous
synapse formation (181). Thus, DIPs and Dprs promote distinct
aspects of synapse formation in different optic lobe cell types.
The Beaten-path (Beat) and Sidestep (Side) proteins are an-

other family of Ig cell surface protein pairs that appear to be
involved in matching (175). Both sets of partner proteins were
implicated in axon pathfinding in the Drosophila neuromuscular
junction. Beat is required in motor axons, while its partner Side
is an attractant expressed in embryonic muscles (182). beat and/
or side mutants cause failure of motor neurons to defasciculate
and enter the appropriate muscle domains; misexpression of
Side is sufficient to mistarget motor axons to inappropriate
muscle segments (183). Further analysis suggests that, similar to
DIPs/Dprs, Beats/Sides are part of a large family with multiple
partners that show specific interactions (184, 185). However, at
least in the adult, these genes are very widely expressed across
different neural types, indicating that Beats and Sides likely do
not act in a “Sperry”-like one-to-one code but rather, act in
combination to bias neurons to synapse with the correct partners.

Conclusions/Areas of Future Study
The study of Drosophila optic lobe development has unearthed a
variety of mechanistic principles that seem to apply to the devel-
opment of other systems. First, tTFs specify the production of
discrete cell types. Spatial segregation of transcription factors in
progenitors can also prime temporal factors to generate different
cell fates. Spatial transcription factors and tTFs are used to a
similar effect to pattern the Drosophila VNC but also, the verte-
brate spinal cord and cerebral cortex. Birth order ensures the
proper retinotopic assembly of neuropils along the AP axis of the
fly eye, although much is left to be discovered regarding the regu-
lation of DV retinotopy. Chemotactic cues secreted by glial cells help
to separate groups of neurons into discrete neuropils. Differential
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Fig. 4. Cell adhesion molecules promote different aspects of nervous sys-
tem assembly. (A) In the Drosophila lamina, differential adhesion promoted
by high levels of NCad (lamina neurons [L]; green) or lower levels (photo-
receptors [R]; red) directs lamina and neurons to their appropriate positions
within a cartridge, internal for lamina neurons, periphery for photorecep-
tors. NCad mutants (Right) push lamina neurons from the cartridge center to
the periphery. (B) Filopodial extensions from Drosophila photoreceptor
axons are highly dynamic and explore their surroundings during pupation
(Left). Later, cell adhesion molecules and synaptic components exponentially
increase the stability of the axon, leading to column refinement and syn-
aptogenesis (Right). (C–E) IgSF-containing DIPs/Dprs promote synaptogenesis
by promoting adhesion between synaptic partners. DIP-mutant neurites
target fewer columns (C and C′), target inappropriate sublayers (D and D′),
or target the incorrect partners (E and E′). C, C’, D, and D’ are reprinted from
ref. 161, with permission from Elsevier. E and E’ are adapted from ref. 92,
with permission from AAAS. GFP, green fluorescent protein; P50, 50%
pupariation; pR7, pale photoreceptor R7; yR7, yellow photoreceptor R7.
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adhesion allows for the assembly of distinct cell types into dis-
crete columns, and paracrine signaling restricts the dendrite size
of neurons that project their arbors across multiple columns.
Finally, cell adhesion molecules stabilize neurites to allow for
assembly of synaptic seeding factors but also, prevent promis-
cuous seeding of synaptic components.
Although conceptual advances in understanding nervous system

assembly have been made in the last few decades, there are many
exciting discoveries to be made on the horizon. In the next decade,
we will understand the cell lineages of visual system neurons, and
we will better understand how spatial factors epigenetically prime
neurons to adopt their cell fates. We will also understand more
about how neurons are generated in the correct numbers. Finally,

we will discover how neurons target their axons and dendrites to
specific regions in the brain and how neurons form retinal mosaics
within the medulla. The answers to these questions will identify
processes that will be of relevance in helping us understand how
nervous systems are assembled in other biological contexts.
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